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	Parallel Processing With the Propeller--Made Easy!


	Programming the Propeller with Spin: A Beginner's Guide to Parallel Processing walks you through the essential skills you need to build and control devices using the Propeller chip and its parallel processing environment. Find out how to use each of the identical 32-bit processors, known as cogs, and make the eight cogs effectively interact with each other. The book covers Propeller hardware and software setup, memory, and the Spin language. Step-by-step projects give you hands-on experience as you learn how to:

	
		Use Propeller I/O techniques with extensive Spin code examples
	
		Display numbers with seven segment displays
	
		Create accurate, controlled pulse sequences
	
		Add a 16 character by two line LCO display
	
		Control R/C hobby servos
	
		Use motor amplifiers to control small motors
	
		Run a bipolar stepper motor
	
		Build a gravity sensor-based auto-leveling table
	
		Run DC motors with incremental encoders
	
		Run small AC motors



	You'll also find hundreds of lines of ready-to-run documented Spin code as well as PDFs of all the schematics on McGraw-Hill's website: Downloads available at www.mhprofessional.com/computingdownload
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Beginning Modern Unix: Learn to Live Comfortably in a Modern Unix EnvironmentApress, 2018

	
		Discover how to leverage modern Unix even if you’ve never worked with Unix before. This book presents everything in conceptual terms that you can understand, rather than tips to be committed raw to memory.

	
		You will learn everyday tasks ranging from basic system administration?partitioning and mounting filesystems,...
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Chronic Total Occlusions: A Guide to RecanalizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	""Chronic total occlusions continue to represent one of the greatest challenges to interventional cardiologists."" - Cardiovascular Research Foundation - Chronic Total Occlusions or CTOs can be found in 30% of patients with coronary artery disease. Despite advances, CTOs remain one of the most frequently identified lesions...
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Onboard Computers, Onboard Software and Satellite Operations: An Introduction (Springer Aerospace Technology)Springer, 2011

	The development of satellites is always driven by their applications, so the payload and its satellite infrastructure can fulfill all envisioned tasks and sometimes this is under great autonomy. The brain of the satellite is the Onboard Computer with the Onboard Software providing functions, procedures and services in preparation for the...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-433): Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Database DevelopmentMicrosoft Press, 2009

Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-433—and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce and apply what you’ve learned through real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. This official Microsoft study guide is...
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Creation, Use, and Deployment of Digital InformationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
The aim of this book is to present results of scientific research on how digital information should be designed and how artifacts or systems containing digital content should maximize usability, and to explain how context can influence the nature and effectiveness of digital communication. Using a philosophical, cognitive, and technical standpoint,...
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Linear Control System Analysis and Design with MATLAB® (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Thoroughly classroom-tested and proven to be a valuable self-study companion, Linear Control System Analysis and Design: Sixth Edition provides an intensive overview of modern control theory and conventional control system design using in-depth explanations, diagrams, calculations, and tables.

	
		Keeping mathematics...
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